A powerful method to integrate genotype and gene expression data for dissecting the genetic architecture of a disease.
To decipher the genetic architecture of human disease, various types of omics data are generated. Two common omics data are genotypes and gene expression. Often genotype data for a large number of individuals and gene expression data for a few individuals are generated due to biological and technical reasons, leading to unequal sample sizes for different omics data. Unavailability of standard statistical procedure for integrating such datasets motivates us to propose a two-step multi-locus association method using latent variables. Our method is powerful than single/separate omics data analysis and it unravels comprehensively deep-seated signals through a single statistical model. Extensive simulation confirms that it is robust to various genetic models as its power increases with sample size and number of associated loci. It provides p-values very fast. Application to real dataset on psoriasis identifies 17 novel SNPs, functionally related to psoriasis-associated genes, at much smaller sample size than standard GWAS.